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Agenda
§ Introductions
§ Basic Government Contracts Labor & Employment Requirements
§ Executive Orders
§ Day-to-Day Best Practices
§ Labor Violations
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Interactive Hypothetical #1
§ Your company hires a new accountant. This new accountant realizes that the
company is not paying prevailing wage requirements on a Service Contract.
Upon reviewing the bid you realize that the company reviewed the wrong wage
determination sheets and has been underpaying employees. An executive
suggests that you just fire the new accountant.
§ What problems does firing the new accountant cause?
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Basic Government Contracts Labor & Employment
Requirements
§ What’s familiar?
• Non-discrimination requirements and laws
• Minimum wage requirements
• Labor Unions
• “My BoSS DoEsN’t LiKe ME!!!!!!” / “I CaN’T WoRk With ____ iN AcCOuNTinG AnYMOre!!!”

§ Extensive restrictions on:
• Discrimination—EEOC plan, statistical analysis, etc.
• Cannot discriminate based on race, creed, color, etc.
• Some contracts have EEOC plans and statistical analyses associated with them.
• Some projects may have Project Labor Agreements on them but atypical.
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Basic Government Contracts Labor & Employment
Requirements
§ What’s Different?
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Basic Government Contracts Labor & Employment
Requirements
§ What’s Different?
• Prevailing Wage Requirements—what do you mean I have to pay MORE than minimum
wage???
• Human Resources Issues—what do you mean I have to verify employment eligibility???
• Risks—what do you mean I have to pay the Government money just because my employee
didn’t have a college degree?
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Prevailing Wage Requirements—Service Contract Act
§ Service Contracts often implicate SCA & SCA Labor Standards.
• Combination of the FAR (48 C.F.R.), DOL Regs (29 C.F.R), and the SCA Statute 41 U.S.C.
§351.

§ McNamara-O’Hara Service Contract Act of 1965:
• Effective 1966
• Purpose:
• Ensure service workers received payscale wages comparable to their counterparts in construction
(Davis-Bacon Act) and manufacturing (Walsh Healy Act) when performing for the Government;
• Ensure uniformity among bidders for service contracts.
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Prevailing Wage Requirements—Service Contract Act
§ SCA applies to Service Contracts:
•
•
•
•

In excess of $2,500;
Entered into by federal government and D.C.;
Performed in the U.S.; and
Using service employees
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Davis-Bacon Act
§ Construction Contracts
§ Over $2,000
§ Laborers / Mechanics performing work on-site
§ Prevailing Wage
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Federal Minimum Wage
§ $10.95 per hour
§ Employees “performing work on or in connection with covered government
contracts”
§ Push for $15 per hour
§ Can be tricky to juggle employees working on multiple contracts
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Human Resources
§ E-Verify
• In effect for some time now
• Required for most private employers but laws still vary state to state
• Regardless of state law requirements—required for federal contractors
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Human Resources
§ Combating Human Trafficking
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Risk / Reward
§ Mandatory Disclosure Rule
• Labor violations may be mandatory reporting situations.

§ False Claims Act
• What labor issues can give rise to False Claims Act violations?
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Interactive Hypothetical #2
§ Your company holds a GSA Schedule contract. A particular labor category
requires a 4-year degree from an university. You outsourced staffing to a thirdparty staffing agency that did not verify degrees of applicants. You hired an
individual that lied about having a degree on his resume. You have been billing
the Government for this employee every day since you brought him on. He does
great work and the Government likes him.
§ What should you do?
• Nothing. The Government likes him, what’s the big deal? Bill Gates doesn’t have a 4-year degree
either.
• Quietly remove him and replace him with someone that has a 4-year degree.
• Evaluate whether this is an instance of unqualified labor, make a mandatory disclosure if appropriate,
and potentially negotiate a settlement.
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Executive Orders
§ What are they?
§ Who issues them?
§ When are they issued?
§ Why are they issued?
§ How are they issued?
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Executive Order 13496
§ Notification of Employee Rights Under Federal Labor Law
§ Informs employees of their rights under the NLRA to organize and bargain
collectively with their employers and engage in protected concerted activity
§ Gives examples of illegal conduct
§ Provides contact information for the NLRB
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Executive Order 13627
§ Combatting Trafficking in Persons
• Trafficking is broader than what you think it is
• Commercial sex work
• Recruiting companies
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Executive Order 13658 Minimum Wage for Contractors
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Executive Order 13672 Prohibiting Discrimination
Based on Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity by
Contractors and Subcontractors
§ Added sexual orientation and gender identity to list of protected categories
§ Weakened through repeal of E.O. 13673?
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Executive Order 13706
Establishing Paid Sick Leave
for Federal Contractors
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Executive Order Whiplash
§ Fair Pay and Safe Workplaces
•
•
•
•
•

Remember me?
Mandatory reporting of labor law violations
Challenged in court
Rescinded by Trump Administration
Back again?

§ Non-Displacement of Qualified Workers
• Right of first refusal
• Liability for not bringing someone on?
• Back again?
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Service Contract Act & Labor Standards
§ The Three “541 Exemptions”:
• Administrative
• Professional
• Executive

§ Three factors determine exemption:
• Salary Level
• Salary Basis
• Job Duties
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The Right (Practical) Stuff
§ How to actually comply with the Service Contract Act
§ Handling L&E complaints
§ Whistleblower protections
§ Protecting trade secrets
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Service Contract Act & Labor Standards
§ Administrative exemption:
• Compensated on a salary or fee basis at a rate per week of not less than the 40th percentile
of weekly earnings of full-time non-hourly workers in the lowest-wage Census Region…
exclusive of board, lodging or other facilities. (Currently $913 per week in U.S.; updated by
DOL every 3 years beginning in 2020)
• Whose primary duty:
• is the performance of office or non-manual work directly related to the management or general
business operations of the employer or the employer's customers; and
• includes the exercise of discretion and independent judgment with respect to matters of
significance.
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Service Contract Act & Labor Standards
§ Professional exemption:
• Compensated on a salary or fee basis at a rate per week of not less than the 40th percentile
of weekly earnings of full-time non-hourly workers in the lowest-wage Census Region…
exclusive of board, lodging or other facilities. (Currently $913 per week in U.S.; updated by
DOL every 3 years beginning in 2020)
• Whose primary duty is the performance of work:
• requiring knowledge of an advanced type in a field of science or learning customarily acquired by
a prolonged course of specialized intellectual instruction; or
• requiring invention, imagination, originality or talent in a recognized field of artistic or creative
endeavor.
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Service Contract Act & Labor Standards
§ Professional exemption:
• Compensated on a salary basis at a rate per week of not less than the 40th percentile of
weekly earnings of full-time non-hourly workers in the lowest-wage Census Region…
exclusive of board, lodging or other facilities. (Currently $913 per week in U.S.; updated by
DOL every 3 years beginning in 2020)
• Whose primary duty is:
• the management of the enterprise in which the employee is employed or of a customarily
recognized department or subdivision thereof;
• who customarily and regularly directs the work of two or more other employees; and
• who has the authority to hire or fire other employees or whose suggestions and recommendations
as to the hiring, firing, advancement, promotion or any other change of status of other employees
are given particular weight.
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Service Contract Act & Labor Standards
§ Other SCA exemptions:
•
•
•
•

Construction of public buildings (DBA)
Manufacturing (PCA)
Contracts for carriage or freight (except U.S. Mail haul)
Contracts for services of communications companies (e.g., radio or telephone) subject to the
Communications Act of 1934
• Contracts for public utilities
• Contracts for operation of post offices
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Service Contract Act Compliance
§ Examine your compliance infrastructure
• Multiple aspects to SCA—wages and benefits
• Are you maintaining records?
• Do folks know what they are bidding on?

§ Would you survive an audit?
• Consider adding to internal audit function
• Can you demonstrate wages paid using payroll records?
• What about subcontractors?
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Government Contracts Labor & Employment
Complaints
§ Having tough discussions with government official and prime contractors
• How do you protect employees facing discrimination when your customer is the one doing
the discriminating?

§ Interactive Hypothetical #3
You are a subcontractor to a prime and several of your employees work at a
federal agency location. One of the agency personnel (a GS-15) does not like
one of your employees. The GS-15 has made racially charged comments to
your employee, a minority. Your employee has made you aware of these
comments. What are your responsibilities?
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The Whistleblower Situation
§ What is a whistleblower?
§ What protections do whistleblowers receive under federal law?
§ How do you handle a whistleblower situation?
§ Interactive Hypothetical #4 (a lot like #1)
Your company hires a new accountant. This new accountant realizes that the
company is not paying prevailing wage requirements on a Service Contract.
Upon reviewing the bid you realize that the company reviewed the wrong wage
determination sheets and have been underpaying employees. An executive
suggests that you just fire the new accountant.
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Protecting IP
§ Bayh-Dole allows universities, non-profit organizations, and small businesses to
own, patent, and produce inventions developed using federal funding. (35
U.S.C. §202)
§ A 1983 Presidential Memorandum & Executive Order expanded Bayh-Dole to
apply to large businesses.
• This has since been promulgated in the FAR Subpart 27.3 (48 CFR).
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What’s Covered?
§ “Subject Invention”
• “Any invention of the contractor”

• “Conceived” OR
• “First actually reduced to practice” during or in
• “The performance of work under a Government contract”

§ Definition of “invention”: “Any invention or discovery that is or may be patentable
or otherwise protectable under title 35 of the U.S. Code, or any variety of plant
that is or may be protectable. . . .”
§ Definition is disjunctive—uses “OR”
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How Do You Protect the IP?
§ Have policies on company ownership.
§ Provide appropriate training on notice.
§ Consider employee reward program.
§ Follow appropriate regulations.
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Free Speech & Government Contractors
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